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SpellingRukes.com, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 262 x 203 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Learn to Spell 500 Words a Day
is a book in 6 volumes: A, E, I, O, U, and Consonants. Vowels rule
English and they cannot be avoided. Hence, each vowel is
dissected and isolated in a volume and The Consonants is the 6th
volume. Having 100 Spelling Rules applied in 600 Phonics-based
Spelling Lessons, Children and Adults Learn to Spell Hundreds of
Words at a Time! Guaranteed! The Vowel I book is for Children
and Adults who can read but cannot spell the words that they
read. It can be used in schools from the 4th grade and up, or as
a self-help book without the help of a teacher. Dyslexia in
spelling and in writing letters in reverse ends, after learning to
spell and after slowing down to write words slowly. The vowel i
has eight sounds we call phonics, which are spelled in 19 ways
we call spelling patterns. Every sound and spelling pattern of the
vowel i is presented in this book, as in these examples: [Short i:
Jim, gym] [Long i: night, sign,...
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Very beneficial to all of class of people. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You may like just
how the writer create this publication.
-- Audr a  K locko PhD-- Audr a  K locko PhD

Thorough information! Its this type of great go through. It is amongst the most incredible publication i actually have
read through. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ger m a ine Welch-- Ger m a ine Welch
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